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Key to the dynamics of the type of bubble collapse which is associated with such phenomena as
sonoluminescence and the emission of strong rebound pressures into the liquid is the role of the
liquid inertia. Following the initial formulation of the collapse of an empty spherical cavity, such
collapses have been termed ‘‘Rayleigh-like.’’ Today this type of cavitation is termed ‘‘inertial,’’
reflecting the dominant role of the liquid inertia in the early stages of the collapse. While the inertia
in models of spherical bubble collapses depends primarily on the liquid, experimental control of the
liquid inertia has not readily been achievable without changing the liquid density and, consequently,
changing other liquid properties. In this paper, novel experimental apparatus is described whereby
the inertia at the early stages of the collapse of a conical bubble can easily be controlled. The
collapse is capable of producing luminescence. The similarity between the collapses of spherical and
conical bubbles is investigated analytically, and compared with experimental measurements of the
gas pressures generated by the collapse, the bubble wall speeds, and the collapse times. ©2000
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~90!00301-0#

PACS numbers: 43.25.Yw, 43.35.Ei@DLB#
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INTRODUCTION

This paper compares experimental results with the p
dictions of an analysis for the collapse of a conical bubb
which adapts to a conical geometry the pioneering formu
tions of Rayleigh1 and Noltingk and Neppiras.2,3 Rayleigh
considered the collapse of an empty cavity that rema
spherical at all times, located in an incompressible liqu
The empty cavity is envisaged to be formed at rest ‘‘as
spherical portion of the fluid is suddenly annihilated’’4 and,
because of the hydrostatic pressure in the liquid, sub
quently collapses. The wall speed becomes undefined a
radius approaches zero, a singularity that can be resolve
incorporating some permanent gas within the cavity.1 Nolt-
ingk and Neppiras2,3 incorporated this model of the collaps
phase into a scheme in which the bubble first grows isoth
mally from an initial equilibrium size, subsequently unde
goes adiabatic collapse, and then oscillates between m
mum and minimum sizes~the addition of damping would
cause the amplitude and period of these oscillations to
crease in time!. Such so-called ‘‘inertial’’ collapses~reflect-
ing the importance of the liquid inertia! were experimentally
associated with the emission of liquid shocks at rebound,
the generation of sonoluminescence. Although theory has
vanced considerably beyond the adiabatic models5,6 ~in line
with developments in the observation of single-bub
sonoluminescence7,8 and the issues it raises9–14 !, the trans-
parency of the early models1–3 has here been exploited t
discuss the dynamics of conical bubbles, in a system whe
is possible to modify the liquid inertia. The gas and liqu
pressures can be measured, and the collapsing bubble
photographed. The results are compared with a theory
adapts the analysis of Rayleigh, now more than 80 years
for the inertial collapse of a conical bubble.
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I. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Apparatus

Figure 1 shows the apparatus in which a gas poc
collapses into an otherwise liquid-filled conical hollow~of
half-angle u530 degrees!. Milled from polymethyl-
methacrylate~PMMA!, the hollow has a circular horizonta
cross section, 60-mm diameter at its base where it conn
flush onto a steel U-tube. This is partially filled with de
gassed water at 15–17 °C, which can flow from the tube i
the cone. At equilibrium, under;0.1 MPa static pressure,
gas bubble of millimeter-order radius sits at the top of t
cone. Then the top-plate is closed and the pumping tr
activated, reducing the static pressure in the tube so tha
bubble undergoes relatively slow growth. After the bubb
has expanded to the required size, the spring-loaded top-p
is opened. A pressure pulse of approximately 0.1 MPa pro
gates down the U-tube, causing the collapse of the bub
The signal from an accelerometer on the top-plate provi
the trigger for the various data acquisition systems~see be-
low!. The conical geometry not only allows the imaging of
‘‘cross section’’ of the luminescing bubble (45%65% of
photons produced at the tip reaching the cone exterior!. It
also allows the positioning of pressure transducers within
gas, and within the surrounding liquid, since the center of
collapse is well defined. Define the variable ‘‘bubble radiu
Rc as the vertical distance from the cone apex to the me
cus. Because the cross-sectional area in the cone incre
with distance from the apex (r c), the flow velocity of the
liquid ~of densityr, assumed to be incompressible! decreases
in proportion. Equating the flux at the position of the men
cus (r c5Rc) to that across some cross section of the co
below it gives

ṘcdtpRc
2 tan2 u5 ṙ cdtpr c

2 tan2 u⇒Ṙc / ṙ c5~r c /Rc!
2. ~1!
130/107(1)/13/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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FIG. 1. ~a! Diagram of the apparatus.~b! Insert show-
ing the detail of the cone tip.~c! Insert showing detail
of truncated cone, used for mounting pressure tra
ducer.
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Hence the liquid flow in the cone diverges and converges
in spherically symmetric conditions, within the limitations
the model~the actual nature of the flow is discussed in S
I B!. In contrast, the flow in the U-tube has approximate
one-dimensional geometry. This means that the inertia of
liquid is proportional to the length of fluid in the pipe.15

Therefore, unlike the spherically symmetric case, the ine
does not converge to a finite value as one takes into acc
fluid at increasing distances from the bubble center. So
increasing the length of liquid in the U-tube, the inertia a
sociated with the bubble collapse can be greatly increase16

Optical instruments were deployed to study the collap
A single frame was always taken with a stills camera imm
diately prior to the opening of the plate, in order to record
maximum bubble radius. Luminescence was monitored us
a photon counting module~EG&G SPCM-200!, which used
a cooled avalanche silicon photodiode, and emitted
Transistor-Transistor Logic~TTL! pulse on detection of a
photon. These were counted by a multi-channel sc
~EG&G T914P!. The dark current was 25 counts/secon
The counter was triggered by the accelerometer on the
plate. Even when not required for photon counting, this s
tem was always in use since, on receipt of the top-plate
celerometer signal, it provided the TTL signal whic
triggered the oscilloscope and provided a time marker for
high-speed film~see below!.

During the photon counting, images of the luminescen
were taken using a CCD camera~Photonic Science DS800!.
Operating at 25 f.p.s.~frames per second!, it interlaced two
fields, each of 40-ms duration but 20 ms out of phase~see
Ref. 17 for details of exposure, persistence, video record
etc.!. High-speed images were taken of the bubble colla
using a Kodak Ektapro EM high-speed digital video came
It could film at up to 1000 f.p.s. full-frame, or at 6000 f.p.
with each frame occupying16 of the image screen. The top
plate accelerometer signal triggered a single flash sig
which allowed a common time basis between the film a
the pressure signals, described below.

Because of their different ambient light requiremen
the two camera systems could not be deployed simu
neously. However, instrumentation to measure the pres
of the liquid could be used simultaneously with each
131 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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them. These instruments were mounted in the 62-mm-
PMMA extension to the shorter leg of the U-tube@Fig. 1~a!#.
Within this extension, a pressure transducer~Bruel and Kjaer
8103 hydrophone!, its center 10 cm below the apex of th
cone, recorded the pressure fluctuations within the liqu
This system replaced the one used by Leightonet al.17,18

which was prone to damage. Both systems could detect
rebound pressure pulses emitted by the bubble.~However,
only the B&K 8103 system used here could be guarantee
measure the amplitude of the rebound pressure pulses, s
the amplitudes of these were beyond the range of the c
bration available for the sensor used previously.17! Both sys-
tems could detect the reflections of these pressure pu
from the ends of the water column. However, unlike t
sensor used by Leightonet al.,17,18the more robust Bruel and
Kjaer device was not capable of measuring the press
wave which propagates through the U-tube in response to
opening of the plate. According to the manufacturers, t
hydrophone should behave linearly up to 4 MPa. Its calib
tion was checked regularly during the experiments and w
stable to60.5%. The spatial variation in the pressure puls
can be examined by the use of multiple sensors.19

The apex of the cone was itself designed to take t
types of polycarbonate insert~described fully by Leighton
et al.17!, of 47-mm length and 25-mm outer diameter. T
first @Fig. 1~b!# simply continues the conical hollow to th
apex ~and was used for all the results here except those
Fig. 8!. If a collapse damaged the apex, it was easily
placed. The second type of insert@Fig. 1~c!# truncates the
cone 5.25 mm before the apex by placing there a transd
~Keller PA-8, having 30-kHz resonance! which the manufac-
turers calibrate up to 100 MPa. However, here only the c
tral circular area~6.05-mm diameter! of the full 13.0-mm-
diam face of the transducer is exposed, and so an approp
correction factor had to be employed in the measuremen
gas pressure.18 A third type of insert, not shown here, allow
electrochemical sensors to be placed at the apex. These
monitor the regrowth of an oxide layer on an electrode th
following its erosion by the collapse.20 This allows measure-
ment of the effects of erosion on a millisecond time scale

The use of a U-tube with a conical termination was p
neered by Henwood and co-workers~Kosky and Henwood19
131Leighton et al.: Collapse of a conical bubble
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and Hawtinet al.21!. It was used, however, to study a ve
different form of bubble activity: the condensation and osc
lation of vapor bubbles. They had a particular interest
pressure transients, because of the implications for the
eration and detection of accidental subcooled boiling
liquid-metal-cooled nuclear reactors. They photographed
vapor bubble, and recorded pressure transients along
length of the U-tube. Data from the system was compa
with a model of the collapse of such vapor cavities by Ha
tin et al.21

The theory and experiments reported in these ea
studies19,21are very different from the work reported here.
both cases it is the pressure difference exerted at the opp
ends of the water column that drives the motion. However
the model used by Hawtinet al.21 the pressure on the
‘‘bubble wall’’ is determined by the vapor pressure. In th
current study the pressure is determined by the perma
gas, and the motion dominated by the inertia associated
the liquid.18

Hawtin et al.21 concentrated on making measurements
higher temperatures, where the cavity dynamics are very
ferent from the violent collapses studied here. For exam
at temperatures in excess of 75 °C, they found that the p
sure at the cone apex rose and fell relatively gently, o
amplitudes of atmospheric order and time scales of aro
50 ms, the rises coinciding with the contraction of the cav
and the falls with its expansion. The minimum bubble ‘‘r
dius,’’ achieved at the end of the compression phase, wa
excess of 7 cm. This is the oscillation of a vapor cavity, a
not an inertially dominated cavitation collapse of the ty
studied here. Inertia will in fact become a key factor at te
peratures below;55 °C, and Hawtinet al.21 reported severa
difficulties in making observations in this lower temperatu
regime. These included the failure to find vapor cavities
an observable size at the first rebound below 69 °C~their
theory had suggested this would be possible down to 50!,
and to make measurements of the tip pressures be
;55 °C.

Summarizing their findings, Hawtinet al.21 compare
their theory against observations of tip pressures~,15 MPa!,
and collapse times~.30 ms!, which are smaller and slowe
~respectively! than those found in the current study b
around an order of magnitude. The minimum ‘‘radius’’ a
tained by their bubbles, at the end of the first collapse is,
comparison with the current study, very large~.5 cm!. Mea-
surements of these three parameters agree with their th
only for liquid temperatures in excess of;60 °C.

The problems encountered by Hawtinet al.21 when at-
tempting to study and model their system at lower tempe
tures are not unexpected. Hawtinet al.21 state that their
theory cannot, for example, predict maximum pressure
the precollapse vapor pressure is below about 15 kPa. T
give the reason as being the inapplicability of simple inco
pressible hydrodynamics when the collapse becomes m
violent. It should be noted that 15 kPa corresponds to
vapor pressure of water at;55 °C ~the vapor pressure at th
temperatures of the current study being roughly 1.7 kPa!.22

The theory outlined in the following section also assumes
incompressible liquid, but, by balancing the kinetic energy
132 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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the liquid with the work done by the liquid pressure and
permanent gas component, it can be compared with inerti
dominated collapses at room temperature.

B. Analysis

Consider the following idealized bubble history. All th
experiments begin with the injection of a small bubble in
the cone, via a flexible pipe that is then removed, the t
plate remaining open to the atmosphere. Buoyancy cau
the bubble to sit close to the cone apex, and prior to gro
the bubble is sufficiently small to remain approximate
spherical~with radiusRf!. The ambient pressure~comprising
atmospheric, hydrostatic, and Laplace components!, and the
gas pressure inside the bubble, are in equilibrium. The pa
vacuum is applied, and the bubble grows to a maxim
radius ofRi ~defined as the vertical distance from the co
apex to the meniscus!. At this time, the internal gas pressu
is pg,i . A still photograph is taken, recordingRi , and then
the vacuum released. A pressure pulse travels down
U-tube. On reaching the bubble wall, it reflects back alo
the pipe, towards the flat meniscus at the top of the long
of the U-tube. The bubble collapses into the cone, the
creasing gas pressure eventually slowing the collapse. W
the bubble reaches minimum radiusRmin with maximum in-
ternal pressurepg,max, rebound occurs, and a pressure pu
is emitted down into the liquid. As with the initial pressu
step, all the rebound pulses continually recross the tube
flecting from either end, until dissipated.17 The bubble ex-
pands to a maximum size, then collapses again. If there w
no dissipation, this process would repeat endlessly,
bubble always achieving the same maximum and minim
sizes~with the same maximum gas pressures!, and the time
between the emission of rebound pressure pulses woul
constant. Damping causes the amplitude of oscillation,
the time between rebounds, to decrease steadily, such th
the end a small spherical bubble is undergoing sm
amplitude, linear pulsations near the cone apex. If there is
mass loss or gain from the bubble, and the ambient co
tions are the same as those prior to the imposition of
vacuum, then that bubble will have radiusRf . In practice,
the bubble fragments after its first rebound, although~be-
cause of subsequent coalescence and collective behavi
the fragments! continued growth/collapse cycles do occ
which resemble the behavior that would be expected o
bubble which did not fragment.17,18 The nature of these
cycles will be explored in more detail in this paper.

The analysis18 concentrates on the initial growth, and th
first collapse up until the bubble reaches minimum size.
though the meniscus is assumed to be flat throughout,
not difficult to adapt the calculation for a curved meniscu
though this is less relevant to the precollapse conditions.
analysis considers the energy balance before and after
start of the collapse. The increase of kinetic energy of
liquid in the tube and cone must be equal to the work do
by the gas at the interface as the bubble collapses, and
radius reduces from its precollapse value,Rc5Ri . At the
start of the collapse, whenRc5Ri andṘc50, the gas within
the bubble has pressurepg,i and temperatureTi . If there is
no heat flow across the bubble wall~which is valid if the
132Leighton et al.: Collapse of a conical bubble
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collapse speed is fast!, the gas pressurepg and bubble volume follow an adiabatic relationship. Balancing the energies d
the collapse in the manner outlined above gives an expression for the speed of the bubble wall:

Ṙc
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D 4 p tan2 u
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wherer max552 mm is the vertical distance from the apex
the base of the cone~where the cross-sectional area isA0

52.831023 m2, the same as that in the U-tube!, g is the
ratio of the specific heat of the gas at constant pressur
that at constant volume, andpL is the pressure in the liquid a
the bubble wall.

The numerator in Eq.~2! represents the energy term
from the work done by the liquid and the gas. TheṘc

2

}(r max/Rc)
4 dependence arises naturally from the inve

square divergence with distance of the liquid particle vel
ity in the cone@Eq. ~1!#. Since pg,i represents the initia
pressure of the gas in the bubble, the terms in Eq.~2! with
which it is multiplied account for the work done by th
bubble gas on the liquid. The other term in the numerato
Eq. ~2! represents the work done by the liquid pressure,pL .

The denominator in Eq.~2! is the inertia multiplied by a
factor of 1

2. Multiplying it by Ṙc
2 gives the kinetic energy term

in the energy balance which Eq.~2! represents. The first term
in the denominator represents the inertia of the liquid in
cone; and the second, that of the liquid in the tube. T
symbolhi represents the initial length of liquid in the U-tub
As the collapse proceeds, liquid flows from the tube into
cone ~the length of liquid in the column at the end of th
collapse is about 2 cm shorter than its initial value!. This
reduces the inertia of the liquid remaining in the U-tube, a
the expression followinghi in Eq. ~2! corrects for this.

Therefore if pg,i in Eq. ~2! is set to zero, and the ga
content of the bubble is effectively removed, this would gi
an expression forṘc

2 which would be obtained were the con
cal bubble to collapse in the manner of a Besant cavity
characterized by Rayleigh for the spherical bubble.1 It is not
possible to generate a formulation for the collapse ti
through integration of Eq.~2! in the way that Rayleigh did
for the spherical cavity. However, the collapse times p
dicted from Eq.~2! can be calculated numerically for bot
empty and gas-filled cavities, and compared with experim
tal measurements~see Sec. II!. The collapse time is given by

tcoll5E
Rmin

Ri dRc

Ṙc

, ~3!

which was calculated numerically using a routine based
Simpson’s midpoint rule.

As described earlier, the conical bubble starts the c
lapse with a zero wall velocity and a maximum radiusRi ,
the gas within the bubble having pressurepg,i and tempera-
ture Ti . The wall velocity will next be zero at the minimum
radiusRmin , when the pressure and temperature of the
within the bubble are at a maximum,pg,max and Tmax, re-
133 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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spectively. Assuming no break-up, the bubble will then
bound to a maximum size ofRmax which, if there are no
losses, will also equalRi . The positions of maximum and
minimum radius are found by settingṘc50 in Eq. ~2!, such
that

FpL~Ri
32Rc

3!2
pg,iRi

3

~g21!
XS Ri

Rc
D 3~g21!

21CG50

~Rc5Rmax,Rmin!. ~4!

As expected, one solution to Eq.~4! gives the position of
Rmax5Ri , the initial radius. The other solution occurs atRc

5Rmin . Simple estimates in the limit ofRmin!Ri can be
made by simplifying Eq.~4!, to give

Rmin5Ri S pg,i

pL~g21! D
1/3~g21!

. ~5!

The only value which is unknown in this expression ispg,i ,
the initial gas bubble pressure. Provided mass transfer ac
the bubble wall is negligible,pg,i can be estimated from th
final, postcollapse conditions, as follows. As describ
above, after the plate has been released and all the energ
been dissipated from the collapse, experimental observat
have shown a spherical bubble lying at rest just below the
of the cone. The differences in state between this bubble
the initial bubble~before plate opening! are governed by an
isothermal relationship in volume and pressure, as both st
will be at the initial temperatureTi . Hence,

pg,i

p

3
Ri

3 tan2 q5pL

4

3
pRf

3⇒pg,i5
4

tan2 q S Rf

Ri
D 3

pL ,

~6!

where Rf is the spherical radius of the final bubble in th
cone tip. It is assumed that the static liquid pressure on
bubble prior to growth equals the pressure steppL which
collapses the bubble. Equation~6! ignores the contribution to
the internal pressure of the bubble due to the difference
height of the liquid in the two legs of the U-tube, and al
any contribution due to the Laplace pressure~which, for a
1-mm-radius bubble, will be;0.1% of the static pressur
contribution!. A more complete form of the theory, whic
includes the height difference, predicts that there is a ne
gible change in the collapse conditions from the approxim
version considered here.

However, although the estimate forRmin calculated from
the assumption thatRmin!Ri described in Eq.~5! is valid for
large initial meniscal displacements, a more exact solutio
available through calculation ofRmin iteratively using
Newton–Raphson’s method. This is done by Leight
133Leighton et al.: Collapse of a conical bubble
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et al.,18 who showed that as the initial bubble size becom
smaller, Eq.~5! overestimatesRmin , compared to the predic
tions of the iterative calculation. This becomes important
calculating the maximum tip pressures, and the more c
plete form is used in the calculations presented in this pa
The maximum pressure achieved in the collapse, at a t
whenRc5Rmin , can be found from assuming the collapse
be adiabatic, and using the expression forpg,i derived in Eq.
~6!:

pg,max5pg,i S Ri

Rmin
D 3g

5F 4

tan2 q S Rf

Ri
D 3G1/~12g!

@~g21!#g/~g21!pL . ~7!

Following the same reasoning and approximations, the m
mum temperature reached in the bubble can be express

Tmax5Ti S Ri

Rmin
D 3~g21!

5F 4

tan2 q S Rf

Ri
D 3G21

~g21!Ti .

~8!

This model, therefore, begins with an adaptation of the 1
Rayleigh calculation, and then incorporates a permanent
phase with an isothermal growth stage and an adiabatic
lapse, which dates from the Noltingk–Neppiras model of
1950s. The analysis will be compared with experimental
servations in a system where direct visual observation is p
sible of both growth and collapse, where the precolla
bubble size can be controlled, and where pressure sen
can be placed within the bubble gas and within the liq
outside the bubble wall.

The emphasis is to show how far this historical analy
can be taken in predicting the bubble dynamics in this no
situation. There are clear approximations. The liquid is
sumed to be incompressible. The vapor is ignored, and~as
shown by Hawtinet al.21! this will have a role in certain
circumstances. The tip pressure is assumed to be gene
by gas compression and not, for example, by liquid impa
The Reynolds number for the flow in the pipe (Re5rdu/h,
whered50.06 m is the pipe diameter andu is the flow ve-
locity there! takes a maximum value of;105 ~Fig. 5!. This
indicates turbulent conditions. Combining this with the w
roughness allows the pressure loss resulting from wall f
tion to be estimated23 at around 250 Pa, which is small com
pared with both the 0.1-MPa pressure which initiates bub
collapse and the bubble gas pressures which retard it.

II. RESULTS

A. High-speed photography

Figures 2 and 3 show a selection of 16 frames from
consecutive sequence of 305, filmed at 1000 f.p.s.~each
frame occupying full screen!. In discussing the collaps
shown here, attention will be paid to the highlights that a
pear in the cone as a result of reflection and refraction of
backlighting. This is because in Fig. 4, a sequence filme
6000 f.p.s., the use of similar highlights is necessary to
cate the features in these more complicated images. Fi
2~b! is a frame-by-frame schematic illustration to assist
134 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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the identification of features in Fig. 2~a! @and Fig. 3~b! simi-
larly relates to Fig. 3~a!#. The first highlight is indicated in
frame 1, arrowed in Fig. 2~a! and labeled in Fig. 2~b!. This
frame corresponds to the precollapse phase, when the bu
fills the entire region of the cone shown in the figure. T
highlight is a white line, aligned with the cone axis, exten
ing from ;1 mm below the cone tip down to;5 mm below
the cone tip. The appearance of the apex highlight can
used to qualitatively distinguish between two states. If it
visible, the top 5 mm of the cone contains a coherent
pocket that fills the apex to a sufficient degree~Fig. 2 frames
1–3, 15–16; Fig. 3, frame 25!. If it is not visible, this region
accommodates enough water to be described as conta
either ‘‘clear water’’ ~a loose description of water having
low void fraction!, or ‘‘bubbly water’’ ~water having a high
void fraction!, or a coherent gas pocket which is insufficie
to generate the highlight~Fig. 3, frame 305!. If the apex
highlight is indeed absent, further evidence is required
distinguish between these three options.

Similarly, in the bottom half of frame 1, there is
broader axial vertical white line@arrowed in Fig. 2~a! labeled
in Fig. 2~b!#. This ‘‘bottom highlight’’ also disappears whe
this region is liquid filled, to be replaced by a fainter, slight
curving and almost horizontal highlight@the ‘‘curved high-
light,’’ arrowed in Fig. 3~a!, frame 305#. These three lines
are the clearest highlight indicators of whether gas or liq
fills the cone. The ‘‘curved highlight’’ in addition gives a
qualitative assessment of the void fraction present. It is w
defined when the void fraction is low~termed ‘‘clear’’ water,
as seen in Fig. 2, frames 3, 16, 21–22; Fig. 3, frames 2
305!. However, when it is high, the strong scatter from th
region degrades the curved highlight~i.e., ‘‘bubbly water’’ is
present at this location in Fig. 2, frames 8, 15, 17; Fig.
frame 23!. Visual cross checks were regularly performed
ensure stability of the highlights by placing static menisci
varying heights.

Also arrowed in frame 1 is a dark horizontal line, whic
divides all the frames in half. Lying directly on top of this
a light horizontal line~which is more intense in later frames
e.g., frame 15!. This pair forms the ‘‘divisor highlight:’’ it
represents simply the physical boundary between the PM
sections of the cone. The upper section is designed to
the cylindrical polycarbonate inserts. Where the aforem
tioned arrow meets the horizontal dark line in frame 1 c
responds to the left side of the base of the insert, an
vertical highlight above this point demarcates the extre
left edge of the insert@labeled ‘‘edge highlight’’ in Fig. 2~b!,
frame 1#.

At this relatively low framing rate it is not possible t
see the meniscus clearly during the first collapse. Howe
its approximate position can be inferred from the highligh
By frame 3 ‘‘clear’’ water is present in the lower part of th
cone@the bottom highlight has been replaced by the curv
highlight, arrowed and labeled in Fig. 2~a! and ~b!, respec-
tively#. However, the apex highlight remains, implying th
the top of the cone contains a coherent gas pocket.

By frame 4 water fills even more of the cone, the ap
highlight having disappeared. In fact, frame 4 correspond
a moment shortly after the first rebound~as can be confirmed
134Leighton et al.: Collapse of a conical bubble
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FIG. 2. ~a! A selection of 10 frames from a consecutive sequence of 305, filmed at 1000 f.p.s.~each frame occupying full screen!. Just prior to collapse the
meniscus wasRi56065 mm below the cone tip; after the collapse and subsequent bubble oscillation/fragmentation/coalescence features had ce
was a spherical bubble of diameter 2.760.05 mm (52Rf) remaining close to the cone tip. The device contained 1050 ml of degassed watehi

537.1 cm). The arrowed features are described in the text.~b! A frame-by-frame schematic illustration to assist in the identification of features in~a!.
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through examination of pressure traces—see Sec. II B!. A
cloud of very small bubbles extends from the cone apex
most to the base of the frame. This interesting feature
been ejected away from the collapse center~the apex! during
the rebound. These fragments are clear on the video
quence, but harder to see in still frames, and the cloud
line has been sketched in Fig. 2~b!. By frame 8 these frag-
ments have started to coalesce, and a meniscus is vi
@arrowed and labeled in Fig. 2~a! and~b!, respectively#. This
meniscus is simply one feature in a complicated bub
cloud, which is large enough and slow enough to be captu
on screen, and there is by no means a single air pocket a
it and water below. However, by frame 15 there is clearl
coherent gas pocket at the tip, as opposed to a cloud
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bubble fragments, as evidenced by the return of the ‘‘ap
highlight’’ there@upper arrow, Fig. 2~a!#. The meniscus itself
is not flat @middle arrow, Fig. 2~a!#, but forming from the
coalescence of bubble fragments, which fill much of the w
ter below it @see, for example, the scatter around the low
arrow of Fig. 2~a!#. These features are drawn schematica
on frame 15 of Fig. 2~b!. The cloud in the lower half of the
cone is continually decreasing in void fraction. Compare,
example, the lower arrowed regions in frames 15 and 16
the latter, the ‘‘curved highlight’’ is again visible, indicatin
the presence of water without a sufficient density of bubb
to degrade it. The relevant comment in Fig. 2~b! draws at-
tention to the fact that the curved highlight has a clar
135Leighton et al.: Collapse of a conical bubble



in the text.
FIG. 3. ~a! A selection of 6 further frames from the same consecutive sequence of 305 that is shown in Fig. 2. The arrowed features are described
~b! A frame-by-frame schematic illustration to assist in the identification of features in~a!.
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intermediate between that found in frames 3 and 15, refl
ing the void fractions present.

By frame 17 the second collapse/rebound has occu
~again, see the pressure traces—Sec. II B!. The ‘‘apex high-
light’’ has again disappeared, indicating the loss of a visi
coherent gas pocket at the tip. Frames 17 and 21 corres
to similar periods after the second collapse, to those ima
after the first collapse in frames 4 and 8. There are simil
ties @for example, the menisci arrowed in frames 8 and 21
Fig. 2~a!#. However, certain differences are clear from t
comments in Fig. 2~b!. Scatter from a higher void fraction in
frame 8 degrades the curved highlight in frame 21.

The third rebound occurs between frames 22 and
~Fig. 3!. By frame 25 the ‘‘apex highlight’’ has returne
~arrowed!, indicating the presence of a coherent gas pocke
the tip. The void fraction in the water in the lower half of th
cone is decreasing, the curved highlight becoming visible
frame 25. It remains visible for the remainder of the film@see
lower arrow in Fig. 3~a!, frames 35 and 305#. There are two
reasons why the void fraction here remains low. First,
progressively weakening rebounds are less able to fragm
the tip gas pocket and project the fragments to depth~com-
pare with the decreasing amplitude of the pressure trac
Fig. 6!. Second, buoyancy provides a steady force for cle
ing bubbles from the lower part of the cone.

The fourth rebound occurs just before frame 27. Af
this one there are no more collapses that eject cloud
bubble fragments from the tip. In frame 35 of Fig. 3~a!, the
bubble cloud from the fourth collapse is coalescing, and w
eventually form the final bubble, the meniscus of which
very faint but indicated by the upper arrow in frame 305.
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Having identified the basic form of the collapse/rebou
and fragmentation/coalescence cycles, the higher-speed
quences can now be interpreted. Figure 4~a! shows a selec-
tion of 60 frames from a consecutive sequence of 40
filmed at 6000 f.p.s. Each frame occupies1

6 screen, the image
corresponding to a vertical strip measuring 4 mm334 mm
high. It is presented rotated 90 degrees from true such
the left-hand edge of each image corresponds to a re
close to the base of the cone, and the right-hand side of e
image corresponds to a region close to the apex of the c
Indeed, the cone apex is visible near the bottom right cor
of each frame, so that the bottom edge of each frame
nearly aligned with the axis of the cone. Figure 4~b! shows a
schematic illustration of this high-speed photographic
quence. For clarity, the gray scale in Fig. 4~b! has been in-
verted to form a negative image.

Arrowed in frame 2 of Fig. 4~a! are a pair of lines, dark
and light, which form two of the three bands of the ‘‘diviso
highlight.’’ This highlight physically corresponds to th
boundary between the upper and lower sections of the c
~as arrowed in frame 1 of Fig. 2!. These two bands@labeled
B2 and B3, respectively, at the bottom left of Fig. 4~b!# are
always present. However, the intensity of B3 varies~decreas-
ing, for example, when clouds of bubble fragments scatte
emission, as in frames 23–30 and 55–60!.

The third band of the divisor highlight~B1! appears as
an intermittent white line in Fig. 4~a!. The same is true of the
highlight labeled ‘‘A’’ at the bottom left of Fig. 4~b! @and
arrowed in frame 4020 of Fig. 4~a!#. Their appearance can b
used to qualitatively distinguish between three stat
whether at the location of each there is air, or water hav
136Leighton et al.: Collapse of a conical bubble
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FIG. 4. ~a! A selection of 60 frames from a consecutive sequence of 4020, filmed at 6000 f.p.s. Each frame occupies
1
6 screen, the image corresponding to

vertical strip measuring 4 mm334 mm high. It is presented rotated 90 degrees from true such that the left-hand edge of each image corresponds to
close to the base of the cone, and the right-hand side of each image corresponds to a region close to the apex of the cone. Indeed, the cone apexear
the bottom right corner of each frame, so that the bottom edge of each frame is nearly aligned with the axis of the cone. Unlike the other arrows ine,
that in frame 3 does not point to any feature in the image; rather its tip precisely marks the location corresponding to the base of the image frams.
2 and 3. Just prior to collapse, the meniscus wasRi55065 mm below the cone tip; after the collapse and subsequent bubble oscillation/fragmen
coalescence features had ceased, there was a spherical bubble of diameter 1.560.05 mm(52Rf) remaining close to the cone tip. The device contained 10
ml of degassed water (hi537.1 cm). The arrowed features are described in the text.~b! A frame-by-frame schematic illustration to assist in the identificati
of features in~a!.
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low void fraction~loosely termed ‘‘clear water’’!, or water of
high void fraction~‘‘bubbly water’’!. When air is present
these bands are not visible~frames 1–17 for B1; frames
1–15 for A!. They are intense when clear water is pres
~frames 18–22, 78–84, and 4015–4020 for both B1 and!.
Their appearance is dimmer and broken when bubbly w
at their locations scatters the light~frames 23–30, 55–76
and 91–96!. Each frame can conveniently be divided in
three regions@see labels at bottom left of Fig. 4~b!#. The
‘‘apex region’’ occurs between the divisor highlight and t
cone tip; the ‘‘mid region’’ occurs between bands A and B
and the base region occurs between band A and the left
of each frame~i.e., physically below band A, since th
frames are shown rotated through 90 degrees!.

Because of the higher framing rate, it is now possible
capture the image of the meniscus of the collapsing bub
This appears around frame 5@arrowed in Fig. 4~a!#, and trav-
els up the cone. It is not flat, but instead contains instab
ties. The gradient mapped out by the meniscus in fram
5–16 of Fig. 4~a! gives the speed of the bubble wall, and
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can readily be seen that this is accelerating~since the locus
mapped out by any point on the meniscus follows a curv!.
From the image, the average speed between frames 6 an
6.960.6 m/s, between frames 9 and 12 it is 8.561.9 m/s,
and between frames 13 and 15 it is 10.662.0 m/s. These
values are plotted in Fig. 5 against the solution of Eq.~2!.

After frame 16 it is not simple to track the collapsin
meniscus. This is because of both optical limitations and
fact that, as it accelerates to greater speeds, it becomes
distinct in the image. However, the intensity and integrity
band A in frames 17–22, and of band B1 in frames 18–
indicate the presence of clear water. Hence the meniscus
passed these points at these times. The bubble collapses
the cone, the extent of this ‘‘first collapse’’ being indicate
down the left side of Fig. 4~b!. It then rebounds, ejecting
cloud of bubble fragments, which rapidly travels down t
cone. This causes bands A and B1 to lose brightness
integrity ~frame 23!. Measurements of the image of the p
rimeter of this cloud@arrowed in Fig. 4~a!, frame 23# show
two features. First, the fragment cloud expands to well be
137Leighton et al.: Collapse of a conical bubble
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the base of the images shown in Figs. 2 and 3@as indicated
by the arrow in Fig. 4~a!, frame 3#. Second, the images i
frames 25–28 suggest that the cloud perimeter is expan
away from the cone apex at 3.560.8 m/s. However, details
of the underlying optical scatter mean that this veloc
should be treated with more caution than the other spe
measured from this film.

The bubble cloud continues to expand away from
cone apex, and during this some coalescence occurs
frame 55 of Fig. 4, the cone still contains a significa
amount of water, at least up to the level of band B1, as b
it and band A are visible. However, their integrities are lo
the light from both being strongly scattered. Individu
bubble fragments are visible throughout the frame@dark
points in Fig. 4~b!, frame 55 onwards, are placed at the
cation of the clearest bubbles in Fig. 4~a!#. Note in particular
the individual bubbles in the ‘‘base region,’’ and the pre
ence of a cloud of bubbly water at the apex.

The indications from numerous video sequences suc
this are that, immediately after the first rebound, there is
evidence of a sizeable ‘‘main’’ bubble remaining at the co
apex. @As marked in Fig. 4~b!, the first rebound starts jus
before frame 24, and persists until some time after frame#
Instead, a cloud of tiny bubble fragments is ejected aw
from the apex. Coalescence occurs in the cloud, and the
tem contains ‘‘bubbly water,’’ a population of tiny bubble
with radii much smaller thanRf . This is the scenario show
in frames 55–60.

However, by frame 73 the second collapse has star
and the system changes dramatically. The second coll
appears, visually, as the convergence towards the cone
of the region of ‘‘bubbly water.’’ The impression is that th

FIG. 5. Plot of meniscus velocity against~i! cone tip-to-meniscus distanc
for the collapse of a conical bubble containing gas (Rc) @solid, Eq.~2! for
pg,i512.9 Pa#, ~ii ! cone tip-to-meniscus distance for the collapse of
empty conical bubble (Rc) @dotted, Eq.~2! for pg,i50 Pa, and, in fact,
indistinguishable from~i!#, and~iii ! bubble radius for the Rayleigh collaps
of an empty spherical cavity~R! @dashed, calculated after Rayleigh~Ref. 1!#.

The initial conditions are thatR5Rc550 mm, Ṙc5Ṙ50, and hi

5371 mm. The fixed apparatus dimensions are given in the text. A
shown are the bubble wall speeds from the data of Fig. 4, and the estim
Reynolds number for the flow in the pipe~see text for the calculation o
both!.
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bubble fragments are driven towards the apex. However
addition to the translation of fragments, there will be a s
ond contribution to this impression: as the local press
increases, bubble fragments will be compressed, the v
fraction will drop, and the water will appear to clear. Th
advance of a region of clear water from the left in fram
73–76, at 1066 m/s, can be seen by the progressive dis
pearance of fragments@Fig. 4~b!#. As a result, band A in
frame 77 has become almost as bright as in frame 18, i
cating that the water there has a low void fraction.

It is not so simple to see what happens close to the ap
Comparison of this region between frames 1–6~when the
apex is air filled! and frames 55–60 shows that, in the latt
period, there appear to be bubble fragments near the apex
the second collapse progresses, there is evidence of s
structuring in the population, and it may be that coalesce
occurs. Certainly the region contains a dense, compres
cloud of bubbles, with individual ones visible@one is ar-
rowed in Fig. 4~a!, frame 80; the approximate locations o
others is indicated by dots in Fig. 4~b!#. The transition from
frame 80 to 81 is critical: the apex region suddenly tra
forms from containing a bubbly cloud, to becoming ‘‘clear
water~the fragments presumably being compressed to giv
low void fraction!. The compression of the cloud is clear
rapid ~as one would expect at the end of the collapse—
Fig. 5!, since this region transforms from ‘‘bubbly’’ to
‘‘clear’’ in a single frame.

In Fig. 4~a!, frames 81–84, bands A and B1 are brig
and unbroken, and the cone apex is a clear, light gray:
three locations contain liquid of low void fraction. The sam
effects can be seen in frames 19–21 for the end of the
collapse. Between frames 84 and 91, the apex region d
ens, and bands A and B1 dim and lose integrity. This
identical to the pattern seen at the end of the first collaps
frames 22 and 23 and the ejection/expansion of the bub
cloud from the apex after the second rebound. This ejec
is not so energetic, and the cloud does not extend nearl
far from the apex~a very rough impression of the limit is
given by the arrow in frame 92!. The ‘‘mid’’ region contains
visible bubble fragments. The cycle repeats, but as the
bounds become less energetic, the fragmentation at rebo
is not complete, and eventually there is a coherent gas po
undergoing small-amplitude oscillations close to the tip~ar-
rowed in frame 4015!.

It is interesting to note that, moments after the two
bounds, the images look very similar~frames 23–30 and
84–96! in all three regions~base, mid, and apex!. This is
because they contain water having similar void fractio
However, this is not the case when comparing the ini
collapse~up to frame 21!, and the second collapse~frames
71–81!. The last four frames of each collapse appear to
very similar in the ‘‘base’’ and ‘‘mid’’ regions, but have
obvious differences at the apex. Interestingly, the same
plies for the period long after the collapse~frames 4015–
4020!. The ‘‘base’’ and ‘‘mid’’ regions here look very simi-
lar to those that occur towards the end of each colla
~frames 17–21 and 79–83!, because these regions again co
tain water having a low void fraction, though for a ve
different reason: in frames 4015–4020 the fragments

o
ted
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smaller, being at equilibrium with atmospheric pressure.

B. Pressure records

Figure 6 shows the hydrophone record of the pressur
the liquid, measured 10 cm below the cone apex. Timt
50 corresponds to the common trigger signal produced
the photon-counting signal in response to the signal from
accelerometer mounted on the top-plate. This trigger sig
also causes a single 12ms flash, which Leightonet al.20

record on high-speed sequences similar to Fig. 4. Comp
son of these with simultaneous pressure traces allows
identification of the time at which, during each collapse,
bubble achieves minimum size, and the moment~a short
time later! when the rebound pressure signal is detected
the sensor placed 10 cm below the bubble. The interval
tween the two can be used to give an estimate of the spat
averaged sound speed in the liquid between the bubble
and the hydrophone. This is done in Table I for the fir
second, and third rebounds, for a range of precollapseRi)
and final (Rf) bubble sizes.

These figures can also be used to estimate the coll
times and compare these with theory, as obtained by inte
tion of Eq. ~2! described in Sec. I B. There are two ways
estimating the collapse time. First, the pressure sensor
by Leightonet al.17 makes it possible to observe the passa
over the pressure sensor of the pressure wave caused b
opening of the plate~see, as an example, their Fig. 4!. From
the interval between this and the measurement of the
bound pressure on the same sensor, it is possible to esti
the collapse time. However, quantifiable error arises b
because, since the rebound pressure pulse saturated the
sure sensor, the signal was clipped and there was some
certainty in the position of the pulse apex; and because
correct for the travel time of the rebound pulse, a propa
tion speed must be assumed, which is by no means obv
~Table I!. Second, high-speed images can be used. Howe
in the images presented in this paper, only the time betw

FIG. 6. Plot of a hydrophone signal~triggered att50! recorded 10 cm
below the cone apex. Rebound pressure emissions are labeled: ‘‘A’’ corre-
sponds to the signal emitted after the first collapse, ‘‘B’’ to that emitted after
the second collapse, and so on. Transient signals between these corre
to reflections of these signals within the pipe~see Ref. 17!.
139 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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rebounds is directly observable. The initial collapse time c
be extrapolated back from the inter-rebound times using
geometric series factor by which the inter-rebound colla
times decrease in duration as a result of damping.24 This is
clearly an approximation, given that from the images it
clear that fragmentation occurs. Using a different symbol
each, these two methods are used to estimate collapse t
and compare with the predictions of Eq.~3! for a gas-filled
conical bubble~Fig. 7!. Also plotted, for comparison, is the
collapse time of an empty spherical cavity, followin
Rayleigh.1

In the above data, and that of Sec. II C, the insert u
retains the conical geometry right up to the cone apex.
the data of Fig. 8, that insert is replaced by the one t
truncates the cone 5.25 mm below the apex, forming a h
zontal window of 6.05-mm diameter over which the spatia
averaged pressure can be monitored. The technique is
tailed in Leightonet al.18 who presented preliminary results
Figure 8 shows a larger set of results for the pressures
erated by the first collapse, and compares the measurem

ond

FIG. 7. Plots of the collapse time of~i! a gas-filled conical bubble@solid,
found through integration of Eq.~2! using Eq.~3!# and~ii ! an empty spheri-
cal Rayleigh cavity~dashed!. The estimates of collapse times from data a
shown, calculated from records of the pressure in the liquid~3!, and from
extrapolation from the high-speed images of the rebounds~s!. In all the
collapses from which these measurements were takenRf50.9560.05 mm
and the device contained 1050 ml of degassed water (hi537.1 cm).

TABLE I. The sound speed in the cone during the first, second, and t
rebounds for various sizes ofRi and Rf . It was calculated from the time
difference between the instant at which the bubble radius is a minimum~as
measured from the high-speed video recording! and when the rebound pres
sure wave reaches the hydrophone.

~Sound speed/ m/s!660 m/s

Initial and final bubble sizes
First

rebound
Second
rebound

Third
reboundRi65 mm Rf60.05 mm

55 2.00 200 215 195
60 1.40 230 255 160
50 0.90 180 220 140
55 1.10 290 290 160
55 1.10 355 ¯ ¯

55 1.00 300 185 130
60 1.10 290 280 270
139Leighton et al.: Collapse of a conical bubble
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with those of theory@Eq. ~7!#. The comparison is remarkabl
good, considering the assumptions of the theory. It is no
however, that the latter assumes homogeneous condi
within the gas, and the measurement is spatially avera
over the sensor, which might artificially assist the fit. A
though there are no measurements of the temperature in
device, given the degree of agreement in the pressure da
was felt useful to show in Fig. 8 the gas temperatures p
dicted by theory@Eq. ~8!#. Although in the absence of mea
surement this is by no means meant to indicate a belief
the thermal conditions within the bubble are homogeneo
the results are of interest given the role of such therm
criteria.25–27

C. Measurements of sonoluminescence 28

Figure 9 shows a sequence of six frames from the C
video. The vertical edges of the cone tip insert and the tip
the cone itself are marked with arrows in frame 4. Sono
minescence is clearly visible in frames 3 and 4. The sono
minescence does not appear to occur at the tip of the c
but a few millimeters below the tip, and off center. A simil
asymmetry was observed by Leightonet al.16 Since the ex-
posure per frame is around 40 ms~see Sec. I A!, which is
greater than the inter-rebound time, and there is finite per
tence associated with the display, it requires better time re
lution to determine the role of sonoluminescence in the ti
history of the collapse cycle. This is provided in Fig. 10
the output of the photon counter, which is a histogram sho
ing the number of photons per 0.1-ms interval. It record
single peak of 120 photons in the 0.1 ms associated with
end of the first collapse~as is evident from the simultaneou
hydrophone trace,t50 corresponding to the receipt of th
trigger signal for both!. The luminescence output at oth
times is within the noise. Given that the light detector has
active area of 1 mm2 and a photon detection efficiency o
40%610%, that it is placed 50 mm from the cone tip, a

FIG. 8. Measurements of pressure taken at the top of a cone that has
truncated 5.25 mm below the normal position of the apex. The meas
ments are spatially averaged across the cross section at the position
sensor. Predictions of theory for pressure are shown@Eq. ~7!, solid line#.
Also shown are predicted temperatures that would occur under these c
tions @Eq. ~8!, broken line#. The device contained 1050 ml of degass
water; the pregrowth bubble volume was 0.9 ml.
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that the PMMA absorbs 45%65% of the photons which are
generated at the apex, then the sonoluminescence flash
tained (260.5)3107 photons.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Simple apparatus has been produced which generate
unstable collapse of a gas pocket. The bubble size prio

een
e-
the

di-

FIG. 9. A sequence of six frames from the CCD video. Exposure per fra
is around 40 ms~see Ref. 18!. Time-independent features are reflections
ambient low-level illumination from the insert. Just prior to collapse, t
meniscus wasRi56065 mm below the cone tip; after the collapse an
subsequent bubble oscillation/fragmentation/coalescence features
ceased, there was a spherical bubble of diameter 260.05 mm (52Rf) re-
maining close to the cone tip. The device contained 1050 ml of dega
water (hi537.1 cm). These frames correspond to the plots shown in
10.

FIG. 10. Simultaneous records of~a! the hydrophone and~b! the photon
counter, which is a histogram showing the number of photons per 0.1
interval. The datumt50 corresponds to the receipt of the trigger signal f
both traces. These plots correspond to the frames shown in Fig. 9.
140Leighton et al.: Collapse of a conical bubble
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growth, the size prior to the first collapse, and the ine
associated with the collapse can all be readily controll
The pressure in the liquid~and, to a certain extent, the ga!
can be monitored, and estimates made of the sound s
close to the bubble wall. The collapse can be photograp
and the sonoluminescence imaged and quantified, and i
the records has only been produced by the first collapse.
bubble fragments after the first collapse, and the ‘‘reboun
appears to be in the form of an expanding cloud of bub
fragments. These coalesce during the subsequent coll
phase, and hence the bubble pressure trace resemble
which would be expected from the simple model of a sin
bubble, expanding and rebounding with decreasing am
tude until, at the end, one can observe a single bubble un
going linear pulsations. A number of observations~wall
speed, collapse time, and gas pressure! have been compare
with a theory, adapted from Rayleigh, Noltingk, and Nep
ras, based on initial isothermal bubble growth followed
adiabatic collapse.
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